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What is Twitter?

“Twitter is an online social networking service 

and microblogging service that enables its users 

to send and read text-based messages of up to 

140 characters, known as "tweets".

Twitter has been cited as an important factor in 

the Arab Spring and other political protests.”

Definition on Wikipedia 



Politicans



Companies



Media outlets and journalists



Covers everything from entertainment 

to science



Twitter basics

• Tweet

• Feed

• Mention

• Hashtag



What’s in it for you?

• Use it to create buzz around your content

• Use it to talk about and discuss topics related 

to your field of science

• Use it for social networking with people all 

around the world



I used Twitter to prepare for this speak

• Asked my followers for help to 

find researchers on Twitter

• “Anyone here who knows 

about researchers/research 

projects on Twitter? Need 

cases for a seminar.”

• Got help to spread the word



I used Twitter to prepare for this speak

• Some people gave 

me names to 

contact…

• …and then they 

gave me new 

names.



And got a lot of answers

“I have used Twitter for research 

communication and networking. My 

project “Kobra” was made possible thanks 

to a contact made on Twitter.”

- Erika Wall, Doctor of Philosophy in 

Sociology at Mid Sweden University



And got a lot of answers

“Have mostly used Twitter 

for networking”

Follow up question – have 

you got many new 

contacts?

“Lots of them ;)”

- Per Olof Arnäs, PhD and 

senior lecturer in logistics at 

Chalmers University of 

Technology



And got a lot of answers

“Thanks to Twitter, I got in touch 

with the project leader for a 

interesting project based in USA. 

Since the project leader was 

originally from Lund University, I 

managed to arrange a guest 

seminar with him when he was 

home during Christmas.”

- Farshid Jalalvand, PhD-student 

in microbiology, Lund University



More examples

• Real-time use

• Gather information

• Share your info (and help and encourage 

others)



Real-time use

Nick Kristof, journalist at The New York 

Times, covered a speach by Michelle 

Obama:

Used Twitter to report from the event:

•Dialogue, spoke with followers

•Made comments

•Told us the story

•Shared the opinions of others



Real-time use



Gather information

Andreas Berg, Wellfare 

reseacher at Lund university:

•By reading his Twitter, he finds out 

that 25% of all men with high positions 

in industry has a housewife

•He starts a discussion with the 

gatekeeper of the information

•The gatekeeper gives him the source 

of the information



Share your info (and help and 

encourage others)

French Embassy in Sweden:

• Shares the news about the 

ambassadeur’s  summer 

programme in Swedish 

public radio

• Shares pictures provided by 

another Twitter user



Professional vs Personal

Should I only use Twitter in my professional 

role?



Professional vs Personal

Should I only use Twitter in my professional 

role?

There is no absolute answer to that. 

Just do what feels best for you.



But what if… I mess up?!



Don’t worry ☺

After all, Twitter is just 

another way to 

communicate.

And you have done that 

before, right?

So just act on Twitter as 

you do in any other public 

communication – by using 

common sense.



Thank you!


